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shipping regulation 125–6
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claims for 396
coastal states’ obligations to protect marine environment 178–80
due diligence obligation 178–9
EIAs 179
crime prevention 178
coastal states’ rights over 176–7
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geopolitical constraints/legal uncertainties 330–31
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international cooperation to establish marine protected area 184–6
limitations on coastal state’s right to refuse consent for MSR 186–8
marine scientific research (MSR), regulating 182
MPAs 180–82
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aims 239, 240
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ecosystem approach 240–41
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regional fisheries management organizations 394
parties joining 53, 63–4, 238, 241–2
role of 241–2
sustainable development 47
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RFMOs see regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs)
world fisheries in crisis 19
flag states
jurisdiction 107–8, 170
enforcement and compliance 107
safety at sea, obligations to ensure 213
vessel-source pollution, and see under vessel-source pollution
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 20
capacity-development programmes 70
Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (1995) 41–2, 62, 64, 235
sustainable development 47
cooperation, promoting 76
Deep Sea Fisheries Guidelines 301–2
ecosystem approach 11, 41
Fisheries Committee 62, 70
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marine living resources, conservation of 62
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precautionary principle 41–2
regional fisheries treaties 62
soft law 67–8, 235
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Friends of the Earth International 72

Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project 40, 42, 46, 49, 298
gas and oil activities see offshore oil and gas activities
generally accepted international rules and standards (GAIRS) 197, 374, 377–8, 380
Geneva Convention of the Continental Shelf (1958) 176
Geneva Conventions (1958) 3, 182
geoengineering and marine environment 140, 451–72
climate change 451–2
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solar radiation management (SRM) 455
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law of the sea, marine geoengineering and 462–71
EIAs 464–5
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precautionary principle 463–5
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large marine ecosystems, and see under large marine ecosystems
nature of 398
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Global Ocean Commission 203–4
Global Partnership for Oceans 103
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Greenpeace 72, 73
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legal framework 34–6
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climate change 28–9
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‘constitution for the oceans’ as 4, 105, 229–30, 46

customary law, as 34, 208
development, means of 6–7
dispute settlement 13
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EIAs 7–9, 232, 293
ABNJ, in 293–4
enforcement and compliance 99
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flag state jurisdiction see flag states
framework nature 5, 19
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high seas see high seas
implementation agreements 6, 8–9, 151, 236
international cooperation 52–3, 58, 68–9, 88–9, 277
interpretation by courts and tribunals 6
legal framework 34–6, 154–5, 192–3, 211–12, 231–3
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principal features of Pt XII 34–5
marine biodiversity conservation measures 263–4
marine environment protection 3, 4–5, 208–9, 231–2, 263–4, 272–3, 293–4, 316–17
marine geoengineering, and 463–8
MSR, and 316–19

marine pollution
definition 465
land-based pollution, see under land-based pollution and marine environment
prevention of 22–8, 35, 50, 52–3, 208, 211, 293–4, 317, 440, 466
vessel-source pollution see vessel-source pollution
MSR see marine scientific research (MSR)
no harm principle 38
ocean acidification 440
offshore energy activities see offshore oil and gas activities
principles for policy-making 7
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prevention, principle of 232
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- Territorial sea see territorial sea
- WHC, and 253–4

*Mare Liberum* doctrine 85

Marine biodiversity see conservation and sustainable use of marine biodiversity in ABNJ

Marine environment, meaning of 35

Marine environmental law see international marine environmental law, principles of

Marine environmental policy-making/legislation, principles for 6–12

Co-operation 12

Ecosystem approach 11–12

EIAs 7–8

Polluter pays principle 10

Precautionary principle 9–10

Prevention of environmental harm principle 7

Sustainable development 10–11

Marine Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC) 366, 367

Marine genetic resources

Contestation over applicable legal regime 260–62

Common heritage of mankind principle applying 261

Freedom of the seas applying 261–2

Hydrothermal vents 172, 239

Legal regime applicable to 260–63
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